We present preliminary results of experiments with standard tools to prove memory safety of FP code in those parsers for a variety of input files, our mixed static/dynamic analysis is applied to JPEG, GIF and ANI Windows parsers. For a given test suite we have implemented our approach using two existing tools for static and dynamic x86 binary analysis.

Abstract

Whitebox fuzzing is a novel form of security testing based on runtime symbolic execution and constraint solving. Over the last couple of years, whitebox fuzzers have found dozens of new security vulnerabilities (buffer overflows) in Windows and Linux applications, including codecs, image viewers and media players. Those types of applications tend to use floating-point instructions available on modern processors, yet existing whitebox fuzzers and SMT constraint solvers do not handle floating-point arithmetic. Are there new security vulnerabilities lurking in floating-point code?

A naive solution would be to extend symbolic execution to floating-point (FP) instructions (months of work), extend SMT solvers to reason about FP constraints (months of work), and then face more complex constraints and an even worse path explosion problem. Instead, we propose an alternative approach, based on the rough intuition that FP code should only perform memory-safe data-processing of the “payload” of an image or video file, while the non-FP part of the application should deal with buffer allocations and memory address computations, with only the latter being prone to buffer overflows and other security critical bugs. Our approach combines (1) a lightweight local path-insensitive “may” static analysis of FP instructions with (2) a high-precision whole-program path-sensitive “must” dynamic analysis of non-FP instructions. The aim of this combination is to prove memory safety of the FP part of each execution and a form of non-interference between the FP part and the non-FP part with respect to memory address computations.

We have implemented our approach using two existing tools for, respectively, static and dynamic x86 binary analysis. We present preliminary results of experiments with standard JPEG, GIF and ANI Windows parsers. For a given test suite of diverse input files, our mixed static/dynamic analysis is able to prove memory safety of FP code in those parsers for a small upfront static analysis cost and a marginal runtime expense compared to regular runtime symbolic execution.

1. Introduction

Whitebox fuzzing [10] is a promising new form of security testing based on dynamic test generation [3, 8]. Starting with a well-formed input, whitebox fuzzing executes the program under test while simultaneously performing symbolic execution to generate input constraints from conditional statements that capture the program execution path. Those constraints are then systematically negated and solved with a constraint solver, generating new test inputs to exercise different execution paths of the program. This process is repeated with the goal of exercising many program paths and finding many bugs. Over the last couple of years, whitebox fuzzers have found dozens of new security vulnerabilities (buffer overflows) in Windows [10] and Linux [14] applications, including codecs, image viewers and media players. Notably, whitebox fuzzing was recently credited to have found roughly one third of all the bugs discovered by file-fuzzing during the development of Microsoft’s Windows 7 [7].

Many image and video codecs use floating-point instructions available on modern processors. Yet existing whitebox fuzzers do not generate constraints for floating-point code, perhaps because current mainstream SMT solvers (such as STP, Yices, and Z3, to name a few) do not handle floating-point arithmetic.

In this paper, we present a new technique for proving memory safety of floating-point (FP) computations that does not require precise symbolic reasoning about FP code. The basic idea is to treat all FP values as a single special symbolic value “FP-tag” during symbolic execution, and to leverage existing symbolic evaluation rules to perform a dynamic taint-flow analysis of FP-tags. If an FP-tag is ever used to compute a memory address dereferenced during execution, a runtime error is generated as a warning.

Our intuition is that such warnings should be rare as floating-point computations should be involved only in the processing of the “payload” of an image or video input file, not in buffer allocations and memory address computations, with only the latter being prone to buffer overflows and other security critical bugs. Indeed, it would be intuitively surprising if processing, say, a JPEG image of a white flower would result in a memory safe execution, while processing the exact same image but with a red flower would trigger a buffer overflow. A related but simpler phenomenon is data independence in communication protocols [19]: only the control part (i.e.,
the header and footer) of a packet influences the behavior of protocol entity, while the packet content is just forwarded to a lower or higher protocol layer and is irrelevant to prove correctness. In contrast, image and media formats are usually much more complex, and the distinction between control and payload is made at runtime by treating differently different parts of the input. For instance, a movie file may start with a payload made at runtime by treating differently different parts of the input. For instance, a movie file may start with a payload data may influence the control flow of the image or movie processor whenever floating-point values are tested in conditional statements.

To prove memory safety of a conditional statement tainted by an FP-tag during symbolic execution, we use a lightweight static analysis for conservatively over-approximating all possible executions of the if-then-else block and then skip the entire block during symbolic execution, provided that statically-computed checks are satisfied at runtime. The satisfiability of those checks guarantee that all possible executions inside the block do not access any memory address computed using FP-tags or input values, and that all their side-effects are conservatively represented by new FP-tags injected when symbolic execution resumes at the end of the block.

We have implemented our approach using two existing tools for static and dynamic x86 binary analysis, respectively. We present preliminary results of experiments with standard JPEG, GIF and ANI processors embedded in Windows (and deployed on nearly a billion machines worldwide). For a given test suite of diverse input files, our mixed static/dynamic analysis is able to prove memory safety of FP code in the observed executions of those parsers for a small upfront static analysis cost and a marginal runtime expense compared to regular runtime symbolic execution, hence avoiding costly FP constraint generation and solving, and additional tests to cover FP code.

2. Background: Systematic Dynamic Test Generation

Dynamic test generation (see [8] for further details) consists of running the program \( P \) under test both concretely, executing the actual program, and symbolically, calculating constraints on values stored in program variables \( x \) and expressed in terms of input parameters. Side-by-side concrete and symbolic executions are performed using a concrete store \( M \) and a symbolic store \( S \), which are mappings from memory addresses (where program variables are stored) to concrete and symbolic values, respectively. A symbolic value is any expression \( e \) in some theory \( T \) where all free variables are symbolically included. For any program variable \( x \), \( M(x) \) denotes the concrete value of \( x \) in \( M \), while \( S(x) \) denotes the symbolic value of \( x \) in \( S \). For notational convenience, we assume that \( S(x) \) is always defined and is simply \( M(x) \) by default if no expression in terms of inputs is associated with \( x \) in \( S \). When \( S(x) \) is different from \( M(x) \), we say that the program variable \( x \) is “symbolic”, meaning that its value is a function of some input(s), which is represented by the symbolic expression \( S(x) \) associated with \( x \) in the symbolic store. We also extend this notation to allow \( M(e) \) to denote the concrete value of symbolic expression \( e \) when evaluated with the concrete store \( M \). The notation \( + \) for mappings denotes updating; for example, \( M' = M + [m \mapsto v] \) is the same map as \( M \), except that \( M'(m) = v \).

The program \( P \) manipulates the memory (concrete and symbolic stores) through statements or commands, which are abstractions of the machine instructions actually executed. A command can be an assignment of the form \( v := e \) (where \( v \) is a program variable and \( e \) is an expression) or \( e_1 := e_2 \) (where \( e_1 \) is a memory address dereference at the address defined by evaluating expression \( e_1 \), and \( e_2 \) is an expression), a conditional statement of the form \( \text{if } e \text{ then } C \text{ else } C' \) (where \( e \) denotes a Boolean expression, and \( C \) and \( C' \) denote the unique\(^1 \) next command to be evaluated when \( e \) holds or does not hold, respectively), or \( \text{stop} \) (which corresponds to a program error or normal termination).

Given an input vector \( I \) assigning a value \( I_i \) to the \( i \)-th input parameter, the evaluation of a program defines a unique finite\(^2 \) program execution \( s_0 \rightarrow s_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow s_n \) that executes the finite sequence \( C_1 \ldots C_n \) of commands and goes through the finite sequence \( s_1 \ldots s_n \) of program states. Each program state \( s \) is a tuple \((C, M, S, pc)\) where \( C \) is the next command to be evaluated, and \( pc \) is a special meta-variable that represents the current path constraint. For a finite sequence \( w \) of commands (i.e., a control path \( w \)), a path constraint \( pc_w \) is a formula of theory \( T \) that characterizes the input assignments for which the program executes along \( w \). To simplify the presentation, we assume that all the program variables have some unique initial concrete value in the initial concrete store \( M_0 \), and that the initial symbolic store \( S_0 \) identifies the program variables \( v \) whose values are program inputs (for all those, we have \( S_0(v) = I_i \) where \( I_i \) is the corresponding input parameter). Initially, \( pc \) is defined to be \( \text{true} \).

Systematic dynamic test generation [8] consists of systematically exploring all feasible program paths of the program under test by using path constraints and a constraint solver. By construction, a path constraint represents conditions on inputs that need to be satisfied for the current program path to be executed. Given a program state \((C, M, S, pc)\) and a constraint solver for theory \( T \), if \( C \) is a conditional statement of the form \( \text{if } e \text{ then } C \text{ else } C' \), any satisfying assignment to the formula \( pc \land e \) (respectively \( pc \land \neg e \)) defines program inputs that will lead the program to execute the then (respectively else) branch of the conditional statement. By systematically repeating this process, such a directed search can enumerate all possible path constraints and eventually execute all feasible program paths.

The search is exhaustive provided that the generation of the path constraint (including the underlying symbolic execution) and the constraint solver for the given theory \( T \) is both sound and complete, that is, for all program paths \( w \), the constraint solver returns a satisfying assignment for the path constraint \( pc_w \) if and only if the path is feasible (i.e., there exists some input assignment leading to its execution). In this case, in addition to finding errors such as the reachability of bad program statements (like \( \text{assert(false)} \)), a directed search can also prove their absence, and therefore obtain a form of program verification.

**Theorem 1.** (adapted from [8]) Given a program \( P \) as defined above, a directed search using a path constraint generation and
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1. We assume program executions are sequential and deterministic.
2. We assume program executions terminate. In practice, a timeout prevents non-terminating program executions and issues a runtime error.
1. evalSymbolic(e) =
2. match(e):
3. case v: // Program variable v
4. return S(v)
5. case +[e1, e2]: // Addition
6. f1 = evalSymbolic(e1)
7. f2 = evalSymbolic(e2)
8. if f1 and f2 are constants
9. return evalConcrete(e)
10. else
11. return createExpression(‘+’, f1, f2)
12. case [e]: // Address dereference
13. c = evalConcrete(e)
14. mr = getMemoryRegion(c)
15. if mr is undefined // passive check
16. error(‘memory access violation at address c’)
17. f1 = evalSymbolic(e1)
18. if f1 is not a constant
19. pc = pc + 0 ≤ (f1 - mr.base) ≤ mr.size // active check
20. return S(v)
21. etc.

Figure 1. Symbolic expression evaluation.

1. Procedure executeSymbolic(P,l) =
2. initialize M0 and S0
3. path constraint pc = true
4. C = getNextCommand()
5. while (C # stop)
6. match (C):
7. case (v := e):
8. M = M + [k:v := evalConcrete(e)]
9. S = S + [k:v := evalSymbolic(e)]
10. case ([e1 := e2]):
11. M = M + [evalConcrete(e1) := evalConcrete(e2)]
12. evalSymbolic([e1]);// passive and active check
13. case (if e then C else C ‘):
14. b = evalConcrete(e)
15. c = evalSymbolic(e)
16. if b then pc := pc ∧ \neg c
17. else pc := pc ∨ c
18. C = getNextCommand() // end of while loop

Figure 2. Symbolic execution.

a constraint solver that are both sound and complete exercises all feasible program paths exactly once.

In this case, if a program statement has not been executed when the search is over, this statement is not executable in any context. In practice, path constraint generation and constraint solving are usually not sound and complete. When a program expression cannot be expressed in the given theory T decided by the constraint solver, it can be simplified using concrete values of sub-expressions, or replaced by the concrete value of the entire expression.

Note that the above formalization and theorem do apply to programs containing loops or recursion, as long as all program executions terminate. However, in the presence of a single loop whose number of iterations depends on some unbounded input, the number of feasible program paths becomes infinite. In practice, termination can always be forced by bounding input values, loop iterations, or recursion, at the cost of potentially missing bugs.

Figure 1 illustrates how to symbolically evaluate expressions e involved in program instructions; Figure 2 shows how to generate a path constraint while symbolically executing a program. &v denotes the address at which the value of v is stored. As in [9], all symbolic expressions e ever used in the left hand-side (lines 9 and 13 of Figure 2) or right hand-side (line 12 of Figure 2) of an assignment statement or in the Boolean expression of a conditional statement (line 16 of Figure 2) are checked for memory access violations. Whenever a memory address is dereferenced during execution, an expression of the form [e] is evaluated to compute that address. The concrete value c of the address is checked “passively” (in line 15 of Figure 1) to make sure it points to a valid memory region mr; then the symbolic expression e is also checked “actively” by injecting a new constraint in the path constraint (line 19 of Figure 1) to make sure other input values cannot trigger a buffer overflow or underflow at this point of the program execution [9]. How to keep track of the base address mr.base and size mr.size of each valid memory region mr during the execution of the program is discussed in [5]. To simplify the presentation, Figure 1 only handles single symbolic pointer dereferences (by returning the value S(c) in line 20), but could be extended to handle multiple levels of pointer indirections [5].

Given two program executions w and w’, we write w \equiv P w’ if they execute the same (finite) sequence of commands. Observe that w \equiv P w’ implies pc w = pc w’ since both execute the same control path. Let an extended path constraint epc denote a path constraint extended with buffer-overflow checks injected as in line 19 of Figure 1. We write w \equiv P epc w’ if w \equiv P w’ and epc w = epc w’. Thus, two executions w and w’ are equivalent with respect to \equiv P epc if they execute the same control path in the extended program P + B which extends the original program P with bounds checks for all memory accesses. Such bound checks are useful to prove memory safety.

Theorem 2. (adapted from [9]) Given an extended program P + B as defined above, a directed search using an extended path constraint generation and a constraint solver that are both sound and complete exercises all feasible program paths exactly once. Moreover, if no runtime error is ever generated by line 16 of Figure 1, all program executions are memory safe.

3. Problem Definition

For security analysis, the advantages of binary analyses are well established: static [2, 12] or dynamic [10, 14] binary analyses allow to analyze the exact program that is being shipped to customers and that includes important details such as code transformations performed by compilers. In this work, we adopt a similar approach and build upon two existing tools for, respectively, static and dynamic x86 binary analysis of Windows applications. Specifically, the tool we extend for runtime symbolic execution handles a large set of x86 instructions, but no floating-point (FP) instructions.

We use the term FP instructions to refer to the about 100 floating point and over 300 SIMD instructions in the x86 architecture [11]. Floating point instructions execute on the x87 FPU, which was used to be a separate physical unit on early x86 platforms. They primarily read from and write to the FPU’s own register stack (st (0) to st (7)) and its status-, control-, and tag-registers. SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) instructions have been introduced into x86 as the MMX, 3DNow!, SSE, SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3, and SSSE4 extensions [17]. These instructions also use special registers (mmx0—7 as aliases of the FPU register stack, xmm0—15, and the control- and status register) and are specifically tailored towards fast vector operations. We refer to all registers used exclusively by floating point and SIMD instructions as FP-registers. Thus, the value stored in an FP-register can only be moved to memory or a regular register by an FP instruction.
For instance, here is an example of floating point code that loads a value, multiplies it with a constant, and stores the result:

```
fld qword ptr x
x := x * 2.3; 
fmul qword ptr flt2_3
fstp qword ptr x
```

Formally, we now assume that the program $P$ to be analyzed actually executes two types of assignment statements: (1) floating-point (FP) assignments of the form $v := e$ or $[e'] := e$ where $v$ is a floating-point program variable (register) or $e$ is an expression in some larger, possibly undecidable, theory $\mathcal{T}' \supset \mathcal{T}$ including the decidable theory $\mathcal{T}$; and (2) regular (i.e., non-FP) assignment statements as defined in the previous section. For simplicity, we will use the terms FP assignments and non-FP assignments to distinguish both assignment types in what follows.

For a 32-bit processor, x86 memory addresses $[e']$ are defined by expressions $e'$ of the form “base+index*scale+offset”, where base and index are general-purpose 32-bit registers, scale is the constant 1, 2, 4, or 8, and offset is a 32-bit constant value. This convention holds regardless of the type of the value being stored at the address (e.g., a single byte, a 32-bit value, or a floating-point value).

After executing FP assignments, a subsequent conditional statement if $e$ then $C'$ else $C''$ may have its expression $e$ be dependent on an FP value. We then call it an FP-dependent conditional statement.

For instance, the conditional statement in the code below is FP-dependent:

```
double x; int c;
... 
if (x > 2.3) {
    c = 1;
}
... 
```

Note that there are no branching FP instructions in x86. There are different idioms for implementing FP-dependent conditional structures in assembly language, one of which is illustrated in the above example. All idioms have in common that the EFLAGS register is set according to the result of an FP computation. This is required since all x86 conditional jumps (and moves) depend on EFLAGS.

Still, extending symbolic execution to handle all or most FP instructions would require adding hundreds of cases to the side-effects of each individual FP instruction in their specific run-time execution context, and (2) to prove a form of non-interference between the FP-part and the non-FP part of the program in order to prove memory safety of indirect FP-dependencies through conditional statements and casts from FP-values to non-FP values. In this section, we present a simple algorithm following this general approach, while the next section presents a refined algorithm.

The first algorithm starts by computing statically for each FP-assignment command $C$ a set $WriteAddrOrReg(C)$ of memory addresses or regular (non-FP) registers that are being written to during the execution of $C$.

**Example 1.** For the FP assignment $C$

```
fld [esi+eax]
```

which loads the FP value stored at address $esi+eax$ into the FP stack, $WriteAddrOrReg(C) = \emptyset$.

**Example 2.** For the FP assignment $C$

```
fstp qword ptr [edi+ecx]
```

which loads the FP value stored on top of the FP stack into memory at address $edi+ecx$, $WriteAddrOrReg(C) = \{(edi+ecx)\ldots(edi+ecx+7)\}$ (where (e) denotes the address obtained by evaluating the expression e and $[x\ldots y]$ denotes an interval from address $x$ to address $y$).

**Example 3.** For the FP assignment $C$

```
movd eax, xmm0
```

which loads part of the FP value stored in the FP register $xmm0$ into the non-FP register $eax$, $WriteAddrOrReg(C) = \{eax\}$.

The sets $WriteAddrOrReg(C)$ can be computed for each FP-assignment $C$ statically at compile time or on-demand at run time. These sets are much easier to define and compute than a precise symbolic execution of $C$. In fact, they provide a conservative approximation of the side-effects of $C$ during symbolic execution as shown in Figure 3.
Theorem 3. (memory safety) Given a program $P$ as defined above with FP and non-FP assignments, if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 does not generate any error for an execution $w$, then for all executions $w'$ such that $w' \equiv_{FP} w$, we have $w' \equiv_{P,B} w$, and all executions $w'$ are memory safe.

Proof: We first show that if the algorithm does not generate any error for execution $w$, then $w \equiv_{FP} w'$ implies $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$. First, during the execution $w$, no conditional statement ever depends on an FP-tag (otherwise contradiction by lines 24-25 of Figure 3), therefore $w \equiv_{FP} w'$. Second, all memory accesses during the execution $w$ are checked in lines 14-24 of Figure 4 (due to calls to evalSymbolicFP() in lines 14, 18, 19 and 23 of Figure 3); moreover, no memory address ever depends on an FP-tag (otherwise an error would be generated in line 17 of evalSymbolicFP()). This implies $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$.

Since $w$ is memory safe (any non-memory safe access would trigger an error by line 21 of evalSymbolicFP()), $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$ implies that $w'$ is memory safe, too.

Corollary 4. If the number of program executions $w$ that are distinct with respect to $\equiv_{P,B}$ is finite, all those can be enumerated by a directed search and, if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 never generates any error for any of these executions, the entire program $P$ is memory safe.

Note that if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 reports an error of the type “FP-tag-dependent address or test detected”, this does not necessarily imply that the program is not memory safe. Indeed, the injection of FP-tags in line 3 of checkAssignment() and their propagation using rules like in lines 8-9 of evalSymbolicFP() are conservative: the FP-tag value abstracts and blends together concrete values that might have been otherwise distinguished by FP constraints injected in the path constraint either in lines 26-27 of executeSymbolicFP() or in line 23 of evalSymbolicFP(), if symbolic execution and constraint solving had been extended to handle FP constraints in $T'$.

5. Dealing with FP-dependent Conditional Statements

The previous algorithm reports an error whenever the Boolean expression $e$ of any conditional statement depends on an FP-tag. Unfortunately, FP-dependent conditional statements that test floating-point values are frequent in practice, as illustrated in the second example in Section 3 and as will be discussed later in the experiments Section 7. In those cases, the previous algorithm is not sufficient, as it will generate too many alarms.

In this section, we present a refined algorithm that can eliminate many of those alarms. The main idea is to treat an entire if-then-else block depending on an FP-tag as a single FP instruction: a lightweight static analysis is used to over-approximate all possible executions inside that block, starting from the conditional statement $C$ until its unique immediate postdominator instruction $ipdom(C)$, and to compute the concrete floating-point value abstracted by the symbolic value FP-tag.

We extend the notation to define equivalence classes of program executions: given two program executions $w = s_0 \rightarrow s_1, \ldots \rightarrow s_n$ and $w' = s'_0 \rightarrow s'_1, \ldots \rightarrow s'_m$, we write $w \equiv_{FP} w'$ if $\forall i: s_i \equiv_{FP} s'_i \land C_i = C'_i$.

Theorem 3. (memory safety) Given a program $P$ as defined above with FP and non-FP assignments, if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 does not generate any error for an execution $w$, then for all executions $w'$ such that $w' \equiv_{FP} w$, we have $w' \equiv_{P,B} w$, and all executions $w'$ are memory safe.

Proof: We first show that if the algorithm does not generate any error for execution $w$, then $w \equiv_{FP} w'$ implies $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$. First, during the execution $w$, no conditional statement ever depends on an FP-tag (otherwise contradiction by lines 24-25 of Figure 3), therefore $w \equiv_{FP} w'$. Second, all memory accesses during the execution $w$ are checked in lines 14-24 of Figure 4 (due to calls to evalSymbolicFP() in lines 14, 18, 19 and 23 of Figure 3); moreover, no memory address ever depends on an FP-tag (otherwise an error would be generated in line 17 of evalSymbolicFP()). This implies $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$.

Since $w$ is memory safe (any non-memory safe access would trigger an error by line 21 of evalSymbolicFP()), $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$ implies that $w'$ is memory safe, too.

Corollary 4. If the number of program executions $w$ that are distinct with respect to $\equiv_{P,B}$ is finite, all those can be enumerated by a directed search and, if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 never generates any error for any of these executions, the entire program $P$ is memory safe.

Note that if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 reports an error of the type “FP-tag-dependent address or test detected”, this does not necessarily imply that the program is not memory safe. Indeed, the injection of FP-tags in line 3 of checkAssignment() and their propagation using rules like in lines 8-9 of evalSymbolicFP() are conservative: the FP-tag value abstracts and blends together concrete values that might have been otherwise distinguished by FP constraints injected in the path constraint either in lines 26-27 of executeSymbolicFP() or in line 23 of evalSymbolicFP(), if symbolic execution and constraint solving had been extended to handle FP constraints in $T'$.

5. Dealing with FP-dependent Conditional Statements

The previous algorithm reports an error whenever the Boolean expression $e$ of any conditional statement depends on an FP-tag. Unfortunately, FP-dependent conditional statements that test floating-point values are frequent in practice, as illustrated in the second example in Section 3 and as will be discussed later in the experiments Section 7. In those cases, the previous algorithm is not sufficient, as it will generate too many alarms.

In this section, we present a refined algorithm that can eliminate many of those alarms. The main idea is to treat an entire if-then-else block depending on an FP-tag as a single FP instruction: a lightweight static analysis is used to over-approximate all possible executions inside that block, starting from the conditional statement $C$ until its unique immediate postdominator instruction $ipdom(C)$, and to compute the concrete floating-point value abstracted by the symbolic value FP-tag.

We extend the notation to define equivalence classes of program executions: given two program executions $w = s_0 \rightarrow s_1, \ldots \rightarrow s_n$ and $w' = s'_0 \rightarrow s'_1, \ldots \rightarrow s'_m$, we write $w \equiv_{FP} w'$ if $\forall i: s_i \equiv_{FP} s'_i \land C_i = C'_i$.

Theorem 3. (memory safety) Given a program $P$ as defined above with FP and non-FP assignments, if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 does not generate any error for an execution $w$, then for all executions $w'$ such that $w' \equiv_{FP} w$, we have $w' \equiv_{P,B} w$, and all executions $w'$ are memory safe.

Proof: We first show that if the algorithm does not generate any error for execution $w$, then $w \equiv_{FP} w'$ implies $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$. First, during the execution $w$, no conditional statement ever depends on an FP-tag (otherwise contradiction by lines 24-25 of Figure 3), therefore $w \equiv_{FP} w'$. Second, all memory accesses during the execution $w$ are checked in lines 14-24 of Figure 4 (due to calls to evalSymbolicFP() in lines 14, 18, 19 and 23 of Figure 3); moreover, no memory address ever depends on an FP-tag (otherwise an error would be generated in line 17 of evalSymbolicFP()). This implies $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$.

Since $w$ is memory safe (any non-memory safe access would trigger an error by line 21 of evalSymbolicFP()), $w \equiv_{P,B} w'$ implies that $w'$ is memory safe, too.

Corollary 4. If the number of program executions $w$ that are distinct with respect to $\equiv_{P,B}$ is finite, all those can be enumerated by a directed search and, if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 never generates any error for any of these executions, the entire program $P$ is memory safe.

Note that if the algorithm of Figures 3 and 4 reports an error of the type “FP-tag-dependent address or test detected”, this does not necessarily imply that the program is not memory safe. Indeed, the injection of FP-tags in line 3 of checkAssignment() and their propagation using rules like in lines 8-9 of evalSymbolicFP() are conservative: the FP-tag value abstracts and blends together concrete values that might have been otherwise distinguished by FP constraints injected in the path constraint either in lines 26-27 of executeSymbolicFP() or in line 23 of evalSymbolicFP(), if symbolic execution and constraint solving had been extended to handle FP constraints in $T'$.
pute two sets $Addr(C)$ and $WriteAddrOrReg(C)$ for the entire
block starting at $C$:

- $AddrReg(C)$ is a set of regular (non-FP) registers whose
  value at the time of executing $C$ may be used to compute a
  memory address being read or written during the execution of $C$ to $ipdom(C)$; if any value from memory may be used to compute an address (multiple dereference) during the execution of $C$ to $ipdom(C)$, $AddrReg(C)$ is set to a special value “unsafe”.

- $WriteAddrOrReg(C)$ is a set of memory addresses or regular
  (non-FP) registers that may be written to during the execution of $C$ to $ipdom(C)$; if a memory address cannot be expressed by the static analysis for the time immediately before executing $ipdom(C)$ (e.g., a pointer register is overwritten after an access), $AddrReg(C)$ is set to “unsafe”.

Theorem 5. (attacker memory safety) Given a program $P$ as
defined above with FP and non-FP assignments and regular and
FP-dependent conditional statements, if the algorithm of Figures 5
and 4 does not generate any error for an execution $w$, then for all
executions $w'$ such that $w' \equiv_{FP} w$, we have $w' \equiv_{P,FP,B} w$, and all executions $w'$ are attacker memory safe.

Proof: We show that if the algorithm does not gen-
erate any errors for execution $w$, then $w \equiv_{FP} w'$ implies
$w \equiv_{P,FP,B} w'$. Since $w \equiv_{FP} w'$, for each conditional
statement $C$ reached by those executions, either the conditional
statement does not depend on an FP-tag and the two execu-
tions execute the same branch at $C$ and subsequent in-
structions, or the conditional statement depends on an
FP-tag and the two executions are allowed to diverge until
$ipdom(C)$ is reached. Moreover, all possible side-effects of
all possible executions between $C$ and $ipdom(C)$ are cov-
ered with FP-tags when $ipdom(C)$ is executed (line 25 of
executeSymbolicFPV2()). Thus, if $s$ and $s'$ denote the states of $w$ and $w'$ when they both reach $ipdom(C)$, respec-
tively, we have $w \equiv_{FP} s'$. This implies that $w \equiv_{P,FP,B} w'$.

During the execution of $w$, all memory accesses per-
formed during symbolic execution are checked to be mem-
ory safe in lines 14-24 of evalSymbolicFP() (called in
lines 9, 13, 14 and 18 of executeSymbolicFPV2()). Moreover,
all memory accesses that can possibly happen during all
possible program executions between every FP-conditional
statement $C$ and $ipdom(C)$ are conservatively represented by
$AddrReg(C)$, and all those memory accesses are checked in
lines 20-21 to be both input- (i.e., attacker-) independent and
FP-tag-independent (otherwise an error would be generated
in line 22). Therefore, no memory access ever depends on
an FP-tag and we have $w \equiv_{P,FP,B} w'$.

Furthermore, all memory accesses in $w$ are either mem-
ory safe during symbolic execution or input-independent
between FP-dependent conditional statements $C$ and their $\text{ipdom}(C)$. By definition, $w$ is then attacker memory safe. Since $w \sqsubseteq_{FP} w'$, $w'$ is attacker memory safe too.

The correctness guarantees provided by Theorem 5 are weaker than those provided by Theorem 3, since attacker memory safety is weaker than memory safety. Indeed, executions $w'$ such that $w \sqsubseteq_{FP} w'$ can take different executions paths between FP-dependent conditional statements $C$ and their $\text{ipdom}(C)$, and some of those other paths may trigger memory access violations or other runtime errors (such as division-by-zero or infinite loops). Since we do not generate FP constraints for those conditional statements $C$, we cannot generate tests to exercise those paths and hit those errors. Nevertheless, our algorithm can guarantee that no such path ever contains an input or FP-dependent memory access.

6. Prototype Implementation

We have implemented our approach as an extension to the existing whitebox fuzz testing tool SAGE [10]. For exploring execution paths of a program under test, the tool starts from a well-formed input file and systematically manipulates input bytes to drive execution into new branches.

We extended the symbolic execution engine of SAGE to incorporate our new algorithm in Figure 5. To calculate the $\text{AddrReg}$ and $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ sets, we built a separate static analysis tool that processes the binary under test and all referenced dynamic libraries. The static analysis tool is based on Microsoft Vulcan [4], a mature framework for parsing, analyzing, and instrumenting compiled binaries. Dynamic libraries (DLLs) can be conditionally loaded at runtime, and it is not always possible to statically determine the full set of DLLs that may be accessed. If symbolic execution encounters an instruction belonging to the address space of a library for that no static information has been generated, the static analysis has to be invoked on that particular library to generate the missing information.

**Static Information.** For an executable or DLL, our tool computes the $\text{AddrReg}$ and $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ sets for all individual FP instructions and for all conditional jumps. We tried to keep the static analysis as fast and simple as possible but as precise as necessary to prove FP dependent conditional jumps to be attacker memory safe (provided that the values of registers in $\text{AddrReg}$ are input-independent and not FP-tag). Without knowledge about the actual semantics of an instruction, disassemblers such as the one included in Vulcan are still able to extract source and destination operands from it by decoding the relevant bytes in the instruction stream. Typically, elaborate tables are used for mapping bytes to instructions, which also expose implicit register operands (e.g., $\text{eax}$ is an implicit source and target in $\text{mul cx}$). When processing an individual FP instruction, target operands are added to the $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ set.

The $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ and $\text{AddrReg}$ sets for conditionals need to capture the effects of all control-dependent instructions. We have implemented a flow insensitive interprocedural analysis for determining both sets. Both branches of each conditional jump are explored up to but not including the immediate postdominator of the jump. For each instruction in the branches, its destination operands are added to $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$, and the base and index registers of any memory operands are added to $\text{AddrReg}$. If the intersection of both sets is non-empty, i.e., if any of the dereferenced registers is manipulated in the control-dependent block, our analysis reports the conditional as unsafe. For example, consider the following loop controlled by an FP expression:

```plaintext
input double x;
int a[10]; int i=0;
while (x > 2.3)
  x = x/2.4;
a[i++] = (int)x;
```

Our static analysis would return “unsafe” for the condition controlling the loop when analyzing it up to its immediate postdominator (which is the next statement after the while loop). This is necessary, since pointer manipulation in an FP-dependent control block could be vulnerable to an attack that might not be detected by the dynamic analysis.

When all pointers are constant within a conditional block, all target memory addresses can be easily determined and represented in a single pass. No special treatment of loops is required, since the analysis is flow and path insensitive. In our implementation, memory locations in $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ can be of the form $\text{base + offset}$, where base is a register and offset an integer. The restriction that pointers remain constant also excludes multiple dereference within a single block, which in x86 requires assigning an address to an intermediate register.

Disallowing any changes to dereferenced registers is too strict for handling the stack pointer ($\text{esp}$) and push/pop. E.g., parameters of function calls are pushed onto the stack in Windows standard calling convention, thereby modifying and dereferencing the stack pointer in one instruction.

We use a standard path-insensitive stack-height analysis supplied by Vulcan to determine at every instruction the offset of $\text{esp}$ from the base of the procedure’s stack frame. In compiler generated code, this offset is always constant for a certain instruction. We can thus replace references to $\text{esp}$-based local variables with equivalent stack frame based memory locations in the $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ set. At the immediate postdominator of the conditional jump, these locations are then translated back to $\text{esp}$ based addresses.

Function calls within in the control-dependent block are allowed. Our tool recursively calculates $\text{AddrReg}$ and $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ for complete procedures in standard bottom up fashion and inserts them at the call site. Care must be taken to correctly translate stack frame relative addresses in the $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ set of the callee into the stack frame of the caller. Some procedures set up and use a frame pointer in $\text{esp}$ for referencing local variables, so $\text{esp}$ would show up in both sets. We solve this problem by using the same translation as for $\text{esp}$, and express all $\text{esp}$ based local variables as stack frame relative addresses (in Visual C, $\text{esp}$ always has an offset of 4 from the stack frame).

This approach also handles recursive or mutually recursive functions, since it is not necessary for $\text{WriteAddrOrReg}$ to record updates to stack frames which have become invalid at the immediate postdominator of the original conditional statement. Any other side effects are over-approximated by one pass of a function, since other pointers than the stack and frame pointer have to remain constant.

**Control Flow Information.** The calculation of immediate postdominators for conditional jumps requires precise control flow information. Our prototype correctly handles procedures with multiple exits, non-returning procedure calls (e.g., $\text{ExitProcess}$), inter-procedure jumps (e.g., from shared error handling code), and the tail-jump optimization; it currently does not support implicit control flow through exceptions raised by instructions or in callees. If an imme-
SSA optimizations in the C runtime library. With our assumption that floating point and SSE instructions are used exclusively for payload processing, we did not expect pointers to be modified by them. However, it turned out that the implementations of memcpy and memset in Microsoft’s C runtime use SSA instructions for speed, if the CPU supports them and if the memory blocks happen to be 16-byte aligned.

Both cases lead to memory locations falsely being tagged as floating point data (set to FP-tag), including pointers inside larger structures. For memset, we extended the static analysis to understand the PXOR (16-byte XOR) and MOVDQA (16-byte move) instructions and to perform a simple intraprocedural constant propagation. This suffices to identify the SSA move instructions inside memset as assignments of a constant integer value, for which WriteAddrOrReg is empty. For memcpy, the symbolic execution should be aware that memory areas are being copied, since whenever a portion of input-dependent data is copied, its symbolic value should be preserved. We handle this as a special case during symbolic execution of the specific code sequence of memcpy to keep track of the size, source and target addresses of the memory to be copied.

7. Experimental Results

We report in this section detailed results of experiments with our implementation and test drivers that invoke the built-in parsers for JPEG, GIF, and ANI image files embedded in Windows Vista. Those parsers are implemented in code spread across various Windows DLLs. For each parser, we first pre-processed all required libraries using our static analysis tool. Many of the libraries are unrelated to the actual parsing but are used for purposes like file access or setting up the Microsoft COM services. This foundation of common library code is shared by all parsers, so there is a rather large overlap in the static information used for them.

Static Preprocessing. Table 1 gives a breakdown of the results for the static analysis phase, both individually for each DLL and as a total for each parser. We analyzed 20 DLLs in total; the JPEG parser loaded 16, the one for GIF 19, and the one for ANI 15 DLLs. Processing all required DLLs per parser took about 5 to 10 min on a regular desktop machine. One of the DLLs, shell32.dll, unfortunately was protected by binary obfuscation and could not be processed by our prototype.

Our tool created the static information for all conditional jumps in the program, not only for those which are FP dependent at runtime, since it is not generally possible to statically determine the set of FP-dependent conditionals. For over 80% of the conditional jumps, our lightweight static analysis is not precise enough to prove anything, and has to flag the conditional as unsafe. However, we do not try to statically prove memory safety of arbitrary code, but are only interested in those conditional statements which become FP-dependent at runtime. All other conditionals should eventually be explored by the algorithm for directed testing and are thus already covered. We designed the static analysis towards the patterns we saw for conditional jumps inside floating point program logic, extending its power as required to cover all or almost all cases. In particular, our static analysis reports as unsafe a conditional statement if in one of the branches the same pointer is both modified and dereferenced (with the exception of the stack and frame pointers, as explained in the previous section). This includes multiple pointer dereferences (e.g., expressions such as \*p), loops over arrays, and long code sequences where the same register is used for different pointers. FP-dependent conditionals in the file parsers we looked at are usually directly short and/or limit their effects on FP registers, so we were able to avoid implementing a more expensive analysis. We did, however, have to make our analysis interprocedural, as some of the FP-dependent conditionals contained function calls.

About 6% of all conditional jumps are determined to be unconditionally memory safe, which is the case if the conditional block does not contain dereferences and are conditionally safe: their AddrReg is empty and the registers it contains need to be checked for FP-dependent values during symbolic execution.

Symbolic Execution. In designing our experiments, we were interested in checking whether the missing floating point support could have caused our existing whitebox fuzzer to miss bugs. If our assumption that FP instructions do not interfere with security critical code is correct, ignoring FP instructions did not miss any security bugs. We therefore focused on replaying the symbolic execution of interesting input files to determine whether all executions terminate without issuing warnings, which could be raised due to unsafe FP-dependent conditionals or FP-dependent memory accesses.

We ran SAGE’s symbolic execution on diverse seed files and disabled constraint solving, so that for each seed file we observed one complete symbolic execution trace. We used twelve different seed files per format, randomly selected from a suite of regression tests. The files were of various sizes, to a combined total size of 238 kB in the case of JPEG. Only for JPEG we saw a significant amount of new instructions being covered compared to a single seed file, and in fact some of the seed files caused more DLLs to be loaded by the parser. Still, no new warnings were raised compared to the symbolic execution of the trace for a single seed file per format. Overall, our implementation of symbolic execution with FP tags and processing of static information consistently implies a 20% runtime overhead compared to symbolic execution without FP tags, and therefore comes at an overall marginal runtime cost.

Table 2 lists the results obtained from symbolically executing the test drivers on one seed file each; as mentioned above, results for the other input files are very similar. The total runtime for the extended symbolic execution were 101 secs for JPEG, 73 secs for GIF, and 5 seconds for ANI. These executions were performed with small seed files of 1,092 bytes for JPEG, 2,957 bytes for GIF, and 2,512 bytes for ANI. Numbers in Table 2 are split between occurrences of instructions (including repeated executions) and unique instructions, and also between instructions in the full trace from initialization to termination and instructions executed after at least one input byte has been read in the execution trace.

For instance, we ran the JPEG test driver and traced 26.7 million instructions (86763 unique), of which 22 million occurred after reading input. It executed only 89 unique FP instructions after the input was read, a large portion of which was part of an inner loop of optimized SSE2 instructions to
perform a discrete cosine transform. All three parsers executed FP instructions at some point; in the case of GIF, however, all FP instructions occurred before any input was read. None of the FP instructions and also none of the regular non-branch instructions was found to be unsafe, i.e., no instruction ever dereferenced an FP-dependent value.

All three parsers executed conditional jumps where the EFLAGS register was tagged as being FP-dependent, thus confirming the need for the over-approximating static analysis we introduced in Section 5. Table 2 shows the total number of such FP-dependent conditional jumps, as well as the number of safe and unsafe FP conditionals. An FP-dependent conditional C is listed as safe if the block up to idiom(C) was successfully over-approximated using C’s static information and was found to be memory safe. It is listed as unsafe if static analysis has failed and AddrReg in its static information was set to unsafe, or if AddrReg contains registers holding FP-tagged values at the time of the jump (we never encountered the latter case in our experiments). The JPEG trace contained 45 occurrences of FP-dependent conditional jumps, of which 6 (corresponding to 2 unique jumps) had an unsafe precomputed AddrReg and 39 were found to be safe. However, all unsafe conditionals were executed before any data was read from the input file; if the attacker is only able to control the input file, which corresponds to our threat model, it is not possible for him to control the branching behavior of these instructions. Hence, a bug in these conditionals would surface for all or no inputs, and the entire execution is attacker memory safe.

In the GIF trace 4 out of 36 unique FP-dependent conditionals raised warnings, but similar to JPEG, all of them occurred before any input was read.

For ANI, however, we observed two unsafe unique conditional jumps after reading the input file. These were the same two conditional jumps from the same DLL (uxtheme.dll) as in the JPEG trace. Both jumps had an “unsafe” value for AddrReg; the static analysis was unable to deduce memory safety because in both cases one of the branches called a rounding function containing sophisticated error handling code that involves multiple functions for notifying an attached debugger and setting a global error status. However, after a careful visual inspection of the disassembled code, we are confident the function containing both jumps belongs to initialization code common with the JPEG parser, the only difference being that this initialization code is invoked later in the ANI case, after some inputs have already been read from the input files. Regular runtime symbolic execution also indicates that no regular input ever flows in the entire DLL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DLL</th>
<th>JPEG</th>
<th>GIF</th>
<th>ANI</th>
<th>All instr</th>
<th>FP instr</th>
<th>Conditionals</th>
<th>Safe</th>
<th>Cond. Safe</th>
<th>Unsafe</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. Results from static analysis of DLLs used by the parsers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DLL</th>
<th>Unique</th>
<th>All instructions</th>
<th>FP instructions</th>
<th>Total FP cond.</th>
<th>Safe FP cond.</th>
<th>Unsafe FP cond.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2. Results from FP-extended symbolic execution for one input file per parser.
containing this initialization code, although it cannot prove that no regular inputs are ever being cast into some untracked FP-value that later influences the execution of this initialization code. We nevertheless believe that it is unlikely that this code is ever called with attacker controllable inputs. A more sophisticated static and/or dynamic analysis would be needed to prove this automatically.

Although our static analysis declares 80% of all (FP-dependent and FP-independent) conditional jumps as being unsafe, it is good enough to reduce the number of runtime warnings about unsafe FP-dependent conditional statements to zero or two in the case of ANI. For the benchmarks considered, the algorithms of section 4 and 5 meet our initial goal of designing an ‘as lightweight as possible’ static analysis to prove non-interference between floating point code and security critical computations.

Preliminary experiments with other Windows media files and more complicated parsers confirm the key observation made in this paper: for most programs in the application domain we consider, interactions between floating-point computations and memory allocation and indexing are extremely rare. For instance, parsing a sample small WMV (Windows Media Video) file with 27,401 bytes executes 252,715,214 instructions (including 247,256,201 after the first input byte is read), but executes only 499 FP-instructions (i.e., less than 0.001% of the total number of instructions) and 29 FP-tainted conditional statements, which are proved attacker memory safe with our extended symbolic execution in 350 secs. We plan to optimize the memory usage of our current prototype implementation in order to handle longer execution traces and hence larger files and more complicated parsers.

8. Related Work and Discussion
There are many other algorithms combining static and dynamic program analysis, some also aimed at proving memory safety [16] or type checking [1, 6]. Our work can be viewed as following the same general strategy of “prove statically as much as possible, and use runtime checks as a fallback”. However, a perhaps unique feature of our analysis is that the abstract domains used for the static and dynamic parts are quite distinct: we use a simple path-insensitive static analysis targeting FP instructions and tracking memory usage of individual FP-then-else blocks, while we use a (bit-)precise runtime symbolic execution to reason about the non-FP part of the program. The key novelty of our approach is the interplay between these two analyses and abstract domains, and the new notion of attacker memory safety that this combination is able to prove. Our analysis also attempts to prove a form of non-interference [18] between FP computations and memory accesses: FP values do not influence memory accesses.

In principle, the general strategy of over-approximating instructions not handled by symbolic execution could be used to prove memory safety in presence of instructions other than FP instructions, or to deal with any theory $T'$ of constraints outside $T$ for which we do not want to generate constraints (because $T'$ is too complex, undecidable, expensive, or a solver is simply not readily available for whatever reason). However, this strategy seems to work well for FP instructions because of the expected non-interference of FP values (payload) with address computations (control). In practice, it is unclear if this strategy would work for other sets of unhandled instructions or constraints.

The static part of our analysis is conservative and handles multi-pointer dereferences (by returning ‘unsafe’). However, the dynamic part as presented in Section 2 does not. To handle multiple levels of pointer dereferences and symbolic writes, the memory model used in Section 2 would need to be extended as discussed in [5] for instance. We did not consider this option here to simplify the exposition, as it is an orthogonal issue, and also because multi-pointer dereferences involving untrusted inputs are rare.

Recent work has started to address industrial-strength analysis of FP programs whose functional correctness is critical in some application domains like avionics [15]. Also, there is no doubt that SMT solvers will one day be extended to FP arithmetic. But for proving only memory safety of FP programs in the application domain we considered here, our work shows that precise FP reasoning is often not necessary, which is good news.

Note that our technique is based on the idea that floating point code does not influence (attacker) memory safety. We specifically do not aim to prove correctness of the floating point computations. We also do not consider other application domains (from avionics, spec FP benchmarks, JavaScript programs where variables have floating-point value types by default, etc.) where the non-interference we seek may not hold. It is also trivial to write down toy programs for which our analysis technique would fail (simply cast a double to an integer and then index a buffer with that integer). The goal of our work is specifically to prove attacker memory safety of “nearly-secure” image and video parsers, that are part of Windows and deployed on a billion PCs worldwide. Today, we are not aware of any other practical analysis and tool that can do this for the class and size of applications we consider.

9. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a new proof technique for attacker memory safety, which combines lightweight static symbolic analysis of floating-point parts of a program with a precise runtime symbolic execution of the rest of the program.

We do not require theorem prover support for floating point, since our goal is not to reason precisely about the floating-point logic of the program, but to prove attacker memory safety. Our intuition was verified in the examples we considered: the FP part does not interact in any dangerous way with buffer allocation and indexing.

As future work we plan to extend our combined analysis to cover the remaining cases of FP-dependent conditionals considered unsafe by our prototype. We also plan experiments with more file parsers, including more complex media players. Furthermore, since the combined proof strategy we propose is not generally linked to FP code, we will investigate other areas where dynamic test generation can benefit from replacing precise symbolic execution by a coarse and cheap over-approximation.
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